ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Petri nets (Murata 1989) are an important graphical and mathematical tool applicable to many systems.
They are a promising tool for describing and studying information processing systems that are characterized as being concurrent, asynchronous, distributed, parallel, nondeterministic and/or stochastic. ECATNets are a kind of High-Level Algebraic Nets. They are proposed as a way for specification, modeling and validation of applications from the area of communication networks, computer designs and other complex systems (Bettaz et al. 1993a , Bettaz et al. 1993b . They are built around a combination of three formalisms. The first two formalisms constitute a net/data model, and are used for defining the syntax of the system, in other terms to capture its structure.
The net model, which is a kind of advanced Petri net (Jensen and Rozenberg 1991) , is used to describe the process architecture of the system; the data model, which is an algebraic formalism (Ehrig and Mahr 1985) , is used for specifying the data structures of the system. The third formalism, Dennis C. Gilles Lewis M, Mackenzie
Computing
Science Department University of Glasgow Glasgow G12 8QQ, Scotland, UK which is a rewriting logic (Meseguer 1992) , is used for defining the semantics of the system, or in other words to describe its behaviour. According to this logic, the system behaviour may be explained by formal reasoning. Transforming our logic into a rewriting system (Bettaz and Mehemmel 1993) may be used for rapid prototyping and automatic proving of a system under design. However, the achieved models had two drawbacks: the occultation of the problem of time and a bad exploitation of the parallelism inherent to the studied models.
In a previous paper (Djemame and Bett az 1995), we presented an approach for the treatment of time in ECATNets, by introducing in each transition a firing delay to perform the operations "remove/deposit tokens". Simulation of these models can not only perform their validation, but can evaluate their performances as well. Simulation can also be amenable to parallel execution in order to exploit the inherent parallelism of these models. It is worth mentioning that we are dealing with the parallelism at two levels: the inter-module level, where the parallelism is achieved by partitioning the "initial" models w.r.t. a "'separation of concern" strategy; the intra-module level,, where the detection of the parallelism is permitted by the use of our rewriting logic.
In Distributed Discrete Event Simulation (DDES), the system being modeled is viewed as being composed of some number of Physical Processes (PI%) that interact at various points in simulated time.
The simulator is constructed as a set of Logical Processes (or simply LPs), one per Physical Process. Logical Processes exchange timestamped event messages to interact, However, relationship between events may exist, so concurrent execution of these events must be synchronized, otherwise causality errors can c)ccur. Distributed Discrete Event Simulation falls into two categories (Fujimoto 1990) : conservative and optimistic.
In the following, we consider synchronization protocols baeed on the Chandy-Misra scheme (CM) described by (Misra 1986) This token is considered as a primitive transferred from the user layer to the MAC layer for requesting the transmission of data "data", from a source "s" to a destination "d".
The frame "d.s.data.fcs" is then deposited as soon as it is composed in a transmission register (TRANS_REG). The formatting function is consisting of the concatenation of sequences of bits corresponding to the addresses "d" and "s", to the data "data" , and to the error control sequence "fcs" previously computed, On the other hand, the MAC layer is listening to the medium (CARRIER3ENSE) in order to avoid any collision occurring with a current transmission.
The place CAR-RIER-SENSE is an interface between the MAC layer and the physical layer. When the medium becomes free (a token "false" is present in place CARRIER3ENSE), it waits a certain amount of time corresponding to the inter-frame spacing delay. Then, considering that the transmission may terminate with success (deposit of a token "false" in place BUSY-CHANNEL and a token "true" in place SUC-TRANS), it takes possession of the medium (CHANNELACCESS) and the transmission starts (deposit of a token "true" in INIT.TRANS). Such partitioning avoids the implementation of a distributed conflict resolution algorithm and minimises overhead.
Separation of Subnets
The partitioning has to be related to the firing rule : an LP should be a set of transitions along with their input places such that local information is sufficient to decide upon the enabling and firing of any transition.
If P, T and A are respectively the set of places, the set of transitions and the set of arcs of the "intial" ECATNet model, the partition is a set of n subnets such that:
Ai is the set of rates of local transitions in Ti. We did not consider the multigetg of term IC, DT, CT and the boolean expression TC. They are defined as in the "initial" model and appear in the graphical representation of the subnets. 
LP's Behaviour
The conservative approach allows only the :processing of safe events, firing of transitions up to LVT for which the LP hse been guaranteed not to receive messages with smaller timestamps,
The behaviour of the conservative simulator is to process the first event of EVL if there is no token message in one of the IQis with smaller timest amp, or to process the token message with the minimum token time in IQs, Each input queue IQi has a clock CCi associated with it that is equal to either the timestamp of the message at the hlead of the queue if the queue contains a message, or the timestamp of the last received message if the queu(e is empty.
The LP blocks as soon as the minimum timestamp of messages in IQs is not larger than the occurrence time of the first event in EVL (if lQi becomes empty, the value of C'Ci is changed to O). The firing of a transition t is as follows: if t G (OTi) in LPi, then a bf Tokens Deposited message is generated and inserted in the corresponding output queue (OQ). If t has an output place in LPi, it schedules an event End_Firing of t. A Null message is also deposited for every output border transition in the corresponding OQ.
Time Warp Strategy
In order to simulate an ECATNet partition, the data structures of an LP we maintain with an optimitic simulator according to Time Warp are an input queue (IQ) which collects recently arrived messages (positive and negative), an output queue (OQP) which contains the positive messages to send, an output queue (OQN) which contains the negative copies of the messages recently sent ( antimessages for unsending the originals), and an event stack (ES) which records all state variables such that a past state can be reconstructed in case of a rollback. with timest amp > LVT are inserted in IQ. In case of a positive message, it is inserted in timestamp order, otherwise (the sign is negative) it annihilates the positive message in IQ previously sent. If the message is a straggler (timestamp of the message < LVT), the LP must roll back and restore a valid state. As for the conservative simulator, the processing of the first event in EVL or the first message in IQ generates either new events in EVL or output messages.
Message Cancellation
When an LP rolls back, it first inserts the straggler message into IQ and updates LVT. The state at (new) time LVT is restored. If rollback is applied with aggressive cancellation, all messages in OQN with token time > LVT are annihilated by removing them from OQN and sending them, All incorrect computation is undone by poping out all the records prematurely pushed in ES. The simulator can also apply lazy cancellation. In the case reevaluation yields exactly the same positive messages as already sent before, the new positive message is not resent. This will prevent unnecessary message transfers aa well as possibly new rollbacks in other LPs.
Global Virtual Time
The Global Virtual Time (GVT) is considered aa the virtual clock for the system as a whole. The knowledge of (GVT) reduces past state savings in ES. Any message in an input or output queue whose virtual time is < GVT can be discarded.
SIMULATION RESULTS
In the absence of a parallel computer, our parallel programs have been implemented in a network of (Sun Spare) workstations. All our code is written in C plus MPI (Message Passing Interface) (MPI 1995) . We have decided to run our initial tests for distributed simulw tion on discrete-event ECATNet model of the Ethernet transmitting station. The simulation haa been running for 10,000 simulated time units. We have considered the simulator's implementations of the ECATNet partitioning in a parametrization: ADELAY = 1.0, probability of occurrence of a collision = 0.5, and N = 1,2,3, 4 processors respectively.
Process O is a special process whose task is to start the simulation by assigning LPi, i=l..3 to a dedicated processor and to compute GVT.
We faced two primary problems with the conservative approach.
The first problem is related to cyclic models. A Null message sent out by one Logical Process could possibly circulate through a series of other Logical Processes and arrive back at the original sender at the time it was sent (eg. a Null message generated after transition DELAY in LP2 fires), In some cases, exponential firing times are used, and because these have a minimum delay of zero, models must be modified for use on distributed simulation.
To cope with this situation, a firing transition identifier was introduced in each Null message generated by a timed transition. 
